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ABSTRACT 
Effects of Stray Fields on Ionization of Rydberg Atoms near Gold Surfaces 
by 
YuPu 
The present work has explained a long-standing discrepency between theory and 
experiment: the broadening of the distances at which Rydberg atoms ionize over a 
metallic surface. The uneven surface potential distribution on a template-stripped 
gold surface evaporated on mica is measured with Kelvin probe force microscopy. The 
stray fields generated by the surface potential axe calculated. Simulation with C++ 
and Matlab predicts how stray fields affect the ionization of Rydberg state atoms near 
a gold surface. The predicted survival probabilities for different n levels and differ-
ent incident angles provided by the simulations are then compared with experiments, 
which shows surprisingly good agreement. Although metallic surfaces are approxi-
mately ideal equipotentials in the macroscopic world, Rydberg atoms demonstrate 
the important role stray fields play in the microscopic world. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Rydberg atoms are atoms in which one electron is excited to a high-lying state with 
large principal quantum number n. Because of their weak binding, large physical 
size and sensitivity to external fields, Rydberg atoms have long been used to probe 
a wide variety of atomic interaction processes. One such application is to study the 
interaction between atoms and metallic surfaces, in particular the ionization of such 
atoms through resonant tunneling of the excited electron into a vacant level in the 
metal. Although it is easy to envision this interaction with the aid of image charges, 
there remain discrepancies between theory and experiment. In particular the range 
of atom-surface separations at which ionization is measured to occur is much broader 
than theoretical predictions [1]. One possible explanation proposed for this is the 
presence of stray electric "patch" fields at the surface [2]. In the present work, to 
test this hypothesis, the patch fields at a surface were measured directly and used, 
together with a simple "over-the-barrier" model of ionization, to predict the surface 
ionization characteristics. The good agreement between simulation and experiment 
demonstrates the important effect stray fields can have on Rydberg atom-surface 
interactions. Such stray fields can also be important in other short-range surface 
phenomena such as the Casimir-Polder force [3],and non-contact friction [4], or when 
trapping atoms or ions near a surface [5]. 
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Figure 1.1 : The effect of the collection field (F) 
1.2 Previous Experiments 
The Rydberg atom-surface separations at which ionization occurs, i.e., the ionization 
distances are measured indirectly using the technique diagrammed in Figure 1.1. 
As an incident atom approaches the surface it is ionized by resonant tunneling. The 
resulting ion experiences an image charge force that pulls it towards the surface where 
it will be neutralized by an Auger process. To prevent this an ion collection field F is 
applied perpendicular to the surface which counteracts the image charge attraction. 
If sufficient, the ion may be deflected away from the surface allowing its collection 
and detection. 
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Figure 1.2 : The ion potential and the barrier at the critical distance, Zc, for an 
applied ion collection field of 2000V/cm 
To decelerate the ion, the ion collection field should initially be stronger than 
the image charge field at the ionization distance. As the ion approaches the surface, 
its speed decreases but the image charge field gets stronger. At a certain critical 
ion-surface separation, the image charge field will equal the collection field. Since 
the image charge field will exceed the collection field below this critical distance, it 
is necessary for the ion to lose all of its kinetic energy perpendicular to the surface 
before it reaches this distance so that it will be accelerated away from the surface 
and collected. As a result, if ionization occurs at an atom-surface separation of Zj, 
the critical field required to collect the ion can be derived from energy conservation 
considerations. The competition between the ion collection field F and the image-
charge attractive field Fimage results in a barrier in the ion potential at a critical 
distance Zc (Figure 1.2), for which F = Fimagf,, i.e.: 
1 
4ZJ 
that is: 
z = _ L (i.i) 
2 V F K ' 
As mentioned above, F should initially be stronger than the image charge field at 
the ionization distance in order to decelerate the ion. That is: 
F > ^ w 
The image charge field dominates for Z < Zc while it is weaker than the collection 
field for Z > Zc. In order for an ion to be detected, its component of kinetic energy 
perpendicular to the surface, T±, should go to zero before it reaches the critical 
distance. The minimum collection field Fm needed is given by the condition that 
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Tj_ = 0 at the critical distance, Zc. According to the conservation of mechanical 
energy, we have: 
1 FmZc = T ± F m Z i (1.3) 4ZC " 4Zi 
where T± = |mv\, in which v± is the velocity component that is perpendicular to 
the surface at ionization distance. 
Equations 1.1 and 1.3 give 
ZiFm - y/~F™ + - L - T± = 0 4 Zi 
ZZJi V &&i 
\[F™- = —j— + \ f ~ or y/F™ = ~ - 7 
and thus: 
equivalently: 
2Z{ V Zi IZi V Zi 
Because of the constraint given by Equation 1.2, only the first root is physically 
acceptable. So the requirement for ion collection becomes: 
F > F™ = 4 + M f (1.4) 
A V 
By scanning a range of values of F and measuring the ion signal, the minimum 
collection field Fm can be determined. Given Frn and the measured incident velocity 
of the ion, the ionization distance can be deduced. 
In practice the ion collection field F modifies the ionization distance and this must 
be taken into account. 
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1.3 Discrepancies between Theory and Previous Experiments 
As shown by theory, image charge interactions can shift energy levels and distort the 
electronic wavefunctions of Rydberg states leading to formation of hybridized Stark-
like states [6] [7] [8], the electron probability densities for some of which can be strongly 
oriented towards the surface, others towards vacuum. Ionization can occur through 
resonant tunneling of the excited electron into a vacant level in the surface. The 
tunneling rates depend critically on the overlap between the electronic wavefunction 
and the surface and are predicted to be many orders of magnitude larger for states 
oriented towards the surface than those oriented towards vacuum. Surprisingly, mea-
surements at Au( l l l ) surface using xenon Rydberg atoms initially prepared in states 
of the same n oriented either towards or away from the surface indicated that they 
ionize at similar atom-surface separations, i.e., have similar tunneling rates. This 
was explained by calculations which showed that (for xenon Rydberg atoms) surface 
interactions can lead to avoided crossings between neighboring levels with very differ-
ent spatial characteristics as the surface is approached. If, as suggested by dynamical 
theory, these are traversed adiabatically incident atoms successively assume the char-
acter of states oriented towards and away from the surface. They thus lose much 
of their initial identity leading all initial states (of the same n) to ionize at similar 
atom-surface separations. 
The classical theory that describes ionization of Hydrogen-like Rydberg atoms 
near a metal surface is the "over-the-barrier-model". The image charge interactions 
generate a barrier in the potential for the electron on the perpendicular from the 
surface to the core ion. The closer the core ion is to the surface, the stronger the 
image charge attractions are and thus the lower the barrier height becomes. The 
"over-the-barrier-model" asserts that when the barrier dips below the energy of the 
7 
Rydberg state, the electron escapes and the atom ionizes. According to this model, 
there should be only one single value of the atom-surface separation at which the 
barrier height equals the electron energy whereupon ionization will occur at a single 
atom-surface separation. 
However, previous measurements of ionization distances do not support this pre-
diction [9]. Instead of displaying a sharp onset, the observed ion signals increased 
only relatively slowly with increases in the applied ion collection fields. This means 
that for a given F, not all atoms ionize at the same atom-surface separation, which 
contradicts the prediction of the "over-the-barrier" model. This broadening of the 
ion signal onset can be explained in part by the speed distribution of the incident 
atoms which leads to a variety of values of T± (See Equation 1.3) and critical fields. 
However, such broadening is too small to account for the observed broadening of the 
surface ionization signal. Another explanation proposed for the overall broadening is 
that the electron tunneling rate does not show a near step-like increase as the atom-
surface separation, Z, is decreased but rather increases exponentially [10]. Analysis 
of the data provided an estimate of the charge transfer rates and their Z dependence. 
Although the resulting mean ionization distances agreed well with theoretical pre-
dictions, the derived exponential decay lengths Zdecay associated with tunneling were 
significantly larger than expected and not physically reasonable, indicating that other 
factors must be important. 
The discrepancy between theory and experiment can be explained by the existence 
of an inhomogeneous surface potential which results in the formation of stray surface 
"patch" fields and this forms the focus of the present work. 
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1.4 Current Approach 
In the present work, the surface potential distributions on the target Au(l l l ) surfaces, 
which were evaporated onto mica and then template-stripped [11], were measured 
using Kelvin probe force microscopy [12]. Template stripping is a technique that 
gives a flat gold surface at the atomic level while the Kelvin probe force microscope 
is a variant of an atomic force microscope that measures the surface work function 
distribution, i.e., the potential distribution across a surface with very high (about 
25-50nm) resolution. 
Model calculations are used to analyze the effects of these potential variations. 
The numerical model first calculates the three-dimensional spatial distribution of the 
stray "patch" fields. Then it calculates the perturbation introduced by the stray fields 
on the electron potential barrier. Finally it determines where a Rydberg atom ionizes 
according to the height of the new perturbed barrier and the energy of the Rydberg 
electron. When the ionization position is determined, the trajectory of the product 
ion is calculated to determine whether it will be collected or lost to the surface. (Note 
that stray fields not only affect the barrier but also the trajectory of the ion after 
ionization.) 
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Chapter 2 
Theory 
2.1 Ionization of a Rydberg Atom near an Ideal Flat Metallic 
Surface in the Presence of a Weak External Field 
An ideal atomically flat metallic surface is a perfect equipotential. If we choose the 
xy plane to be the gold surface and the z axis to denote the height above it, a 
Hydrogen-like Rydberg atom with the ionic core at R = (X, Y, Z) and the electron 
at r = (x, y, z) in a weak external field F near such a surface has the following 
Hamiltonian: 
-»2 -j 2 
Pi Pe 
^ — 2m 2m -i-ma9e ^e,e-image "I" image "l- (^-l) 
where the first, two terms are the kinetic energy of the ionic core and that of the 
electron, Ui>e is the interaction energy between the electron and the ion: 
Ui,e = 
\r-R\ 
Obviously, taking negative derivative of this term gives the Coulomb force between 
the electron and the ion. 
Ui;i_image is the interaction energy between the ion and the image charge of the 
ion: 
1 1 
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Figure 2.1 : Coordinates of the core ion, the electron and their image charges 
Taking negative derivative of this term gives the attractive force Fi l i m a g e on the ion 
from its own image charge: 
fp 9Ui.i_image 1 
Ue.tjirnage is the interaction energy between the electron and the image charge of 
the electron: 
U = ^e,ejtmage ^ 
Taking negative derivative of this term gives the attractive force Fe,eJmage on the 
electron from its own image charge: 
p dUee_lmage 1 ^ 
Ui;e,image is the sum of Uhejtrriagc (the interaction energy between the ion and the 
11 
image charge of the electron) and Ue,umage (the interaction energy between the elec-
tron and the image charge of the ion): 
1 
Ui,e>image Ui^e_image ~h Uei_{mage 
VCx - x)2 + (Y- y)2 + (Z + z)2 
Taking negative derivative of this term gives the force Fi>ejmage on the ion from the 
—* 
electron image and the force Fc t_rmag(, on the electron from the ion image: 
P = dUj,e,image = (X - x)x + (Y - y)y + {Z + z)z i,e-image ~ ^ ^ _ ^ + _ ^ + ^ + ^ f 
_ OUi,e,image _ ~(X - x)x - (Y - y)y + (Z + z)z 
d? " [(X - xY + {Y - y)2 + (Z + z)2] § 
UitF is the potential energy of the ion in the external field F: 
UhF = -FZ 
Taking negative derivative of this term gives the force F^p on the ion due to the 
collection field: 
F„ - - Fz 
Ue,F is the potential energy of the ion in the external field F: 
Ue,F = Fz 
Taking negative derivative of this term gives the force Fe F on the electron due to the 
collection field: 
- dUe<F 
FE,F = = ~FZ df 
Substituting the above interaction energies into Equation 2.1, the total Hamilto-
nian becomes: 
->% -2 
P P 1 1 1 1 
1 I 6 _ _ X 
~2mi \? - r\~ 4Z ^(X - x)2 + (Y - y)2 + (Z + z)2~^z 
(2.2) 
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Figure 2.2 : Electron potential for F = 2000V7cm and an ion-surface separation 
2000a.u. The potential along a perpendicular to the surface drawn through the core 
ion is also included and clearly displays a barrier. No stray "patch" fields are included. 
If we neglect the dipole acceleration, the incident atom velocity vatom remains 
approximately constant as the Rydberg atom approaches the surface. Since the ionic 
core is much heavier than the electron, the ion velocity is approximately equal to the 
atom velocity, v,\ = vatom> and is thus approximately a constant as well. We obtain 
-* 2 
the following effective Hamiltonian Heff = H — for the electron: 
-> 2 
HeJf = ^ ^ r ~ + 1 - L + F(Z-Z) e// 2me \f-R\ 4Z y/(x - x)2 + (Y- y)2 + (Z + z)2 4z (2.3) 
The latter terms define an effective potential for the electron which has a barrier 
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z (a.u.) 
3000 
-1.9 
1000 1500 2000 2500 
ion-surface separation (a.u.) 
Figure 2.3 : (a) Electron potential for various ion-surface separations at F = 
1200V/cm. The red lines denote different ion positions. The blue curves on the 
left are the corresponding electron potentials. The horizontal line shows the energy 
level of an n = 20 state. The green lines indicate the barrier heights. (b)The green 
horizontal line again shows the energy of an n = 20 state. Barrier height is shown 
(blue line) as a function of ion-surface separation. 
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between the ionic core and the surface( see Figure 2.2). 
The atom-surface separation at which ionization occurs, i.e., the classical ioniza-
tion distance D, is defined to be the ion-surface separation Z at which the barrier 
height equals the energy of the electron. As the Rydberg atom approaches the surface, 
the barrier height decreases monotonically, as shown in Figure 2.3. This results in a 
single value of D. As a result, this model cannot explain the broadened ionization 
signals observed in the experiments [1], Various quantum methods have also been 
introduced to analyze this problem, such as the complex scaling technique [7] and the 
etalon equation method [13]. In these methods, ionization was treated as resonant 
electron tunneling. However, only the tunneling rate at n = 10 has been calculated 
with the complex scaling technique and it is difficult to extend this approach to higher 
n for the reason explained by the author [7]. Calculations using the etalon equation 
method focus on the tunneling rate near the critical ionization distance Rc. The tun-
neling rate is found to increase very rapidly with decreasing atom-surface separation 
pointing to little broadening of the ionization threshold [13]. While the quantum 
calculations are limited, tunneling rates can be deduced from the experimental data, 
if it is assumed that the electron tunneling rate simply increases exponentially as 
the atom-surface separation, Z, is decreased. Such analysis of the data provides an 
estimate of the charge transfer rates and their Z dependence. Although the result-
ing mean ionization distances agreed well with theoretical predictions, the derived 
exponential decay lengths Zdecay associated with tunneling were significantly larger 
than expected and physically unreasonable. As a result, a new idea was proposed to 
explain the observed broad ionization threshold namely the existence of an uneven 
surface potential [2]. 
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2.2 Effect of Stray "Patch" Fields 
Let 4>{x, y, z) denote the perturbation introduced by stray fields at the surface. Given 
the presence of such a perturbation the effective Hamiltonian for the electron becomes: 
H, R
2 1 1 1 1 leff 2me \f-R\ 4Z ^(X - x)2 + (Y - y)2 + (Z + z)2 4z 
+ F(z - Z ) + <f>(X, Y, Z) - <f>(x, y, z) (2.4) 
modifying the ionization process. y, z) is determined by measuring the surface 
potential and applying Laplace's equation. The surface potential provides a boundary 
condition for Laplace's equation: 
dx2 dy2 dz2 
Using this, the spatial distribution of the electrostatic potential 4>(x, y, z) above 
the surface can be written as: 
<f>(x, y,z) = ^ J J dkxdkyV{kx, + c.c. (2.6) 
where: 
k,= yjk*+k* 
V(kx,ky) = ^~ J J dxdy<l){x,y,0)e-^x+k^ 
Here we have chosen kz > 0 so that the integrand decays exponentially along the 
z axis. 
In the present experiment, the AFM scans an L x L area of the surface in N 
steps and outputs the surface potential in an N x N matrix. As a result, the above 
equations must be rewritten in a discrete form using the fast Fourier transform: 
1 N-1N-1 
y, z) = ± J2 E + c.c. (2.7) 
p= 0 q=0 
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where: 
O-TT 
N-in-1 T T mL nL „x _i2K{rn£+Iiq) 
N 
jV K N , N m=0 n=0 
By taking the negative gradient of the surface potential, the stray field at any 
point above the surface can be determined: 
N-IN-1 
Fstray(x, V,z) = - j ; £ £ (tj-px + i-j-qy - h?«z) + C.C. 
p=0 q=0 
(2.8) 
where x.y.z are unit vectors in the x,y,z directions. 
In principle, given <f>(x,y,z), we know the effective Hamiltonian (Equation 2.4) 
and can calculate when a Rydberg atom will ionize. However, since we are going to 
use the above equations in a numerical calculation, it is convenient to rewrite them 
in forms of trigonometric functions. We define: 
. • „ .. 1 v—\v-4 nL . ,2n(rrti + nj). 
v°- = M v ^ j ) ) = <K-JT> lv'0)cog( N ] 
m=0 n=0 
THi T h~r,- *\\ 1 ,,mL nL . . ,2-jr(mi + nj). 
K J = Im(V(i,j)) = <K-N> ~N>q N ) 
m=0 n=0 
¥ = — x ~~ L 
L 
2tr 
where: i, j = 0,1, 2,..., iV — 1. Then 0(rr, y, becomes: 
9 iV-lJV-1 
= ^ E E + - V^sin(klx + (2.9) 
i = 0 j = 0 
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and the three components of the stray field are given by: 
N-L N-L 
Fstray(x, = ^(K^ + *£l/) + V** COS^X + 
j = 0 j = 0 
(2.10) 
N N-1N-1 
Fstray(x, y,z) • y = J j £ ^ + k^y) + V^cos^x + 
i=0 j=0 
(2.11) 
„ N-L N-L 
Fstray(x, = + " VPsini&x + 
i = 0 j = 0 
(2.12) 
These measured potentials and fields are used in calculation of ionization charac-
teristics. 
2.3 3D-Over-the-Barrier Model 
To calculate where a Rydberg atom ionizes in the presence of stray fields, a "3D-over-
the-barrier" model is introduced. The "3D-over-the-barrier" model asserts that: 
"When ionization occurs, there exists a line segment connecting the ionic core and 
a point on the surface, on which the potential at every point is lower than the energy 
of the Rydberg state." 
The potential barrier on the above line segment represents the lowest "barrier" in 
the electron potential among those in all possible line segments in different directions. 
It is easy to see that the "3D-over-the-barrier" model is equivalent to the "over-the-
barrier" model mentioned in Section 1.1 when there are no stray fields, the lowest 
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barrier being located on the perpendicular from the surface to the core ion. In the 
presence of stray fields, the lowest barrier is not necessarily located right below the 
ionic core and thus an angular search of barriers is needed on line segments radiating 
from the core in a range of different directions. The minimum barrier height deter-
mined in this way is then taken to be the "lowest barrier height" (Eb) and compared 
with E, the energy of the Rydberg state. In Chapter 3, we will describe the numerical 
method employed to realize this model. 
2.4 Energy Levels of Xenon Rydberg States 
In determining when ionization will occur it is necessary to determine the electron 
energy, which also depends on the size of the applied ion collection field. The energy 
E of the electron in a Xenon Rydberg atom in zero field is given by: 
where n is the principal quantum number of the Rydberg state and 5 is the quantum 
defect which is negligible for / states since the angular momentum is relatively large 
and core penetration is relatively weak. (See Figure 2.4, which clearly shows that 
energy levels of / states are close to those predicted by a simple Hydrogenic model 
[14]). If E > Eb (Eb is the barrier height), ionization is presumed to occur. Because 
the applied field is turned on slowly, the initial low-m state responds adiabatically as 
the field increases. An adiabatic path to ionization is illustrated in Figures 2.4 and 
2.5[15] 
In the presence of a field, the energy level can be written as: 
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APPLIED FIELD {a.u.) 
Figure 2.4 : Calculated Stark energy level structure for xenon m = 0 states in the 
vicinity of n = 14. The bold line shows the adiabatic evolution of the Xe(15/) state 
as the applied field is increased. 
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ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH , V /cm 
Figure 2.5 : Adiabatic path for Sodium atoms: (a)Schematie representation of the 
adiabatic path taken by the lowest member of the |m/| = 0 Stark manifold for n = 
30. Inset shows the nature of adiabatic crossing, (b) Geometric construction to 
approximate adiabatic path. 
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where f3 is the correction due to the collection field. Considering that low I states are 
composed primarily of the extreme members of the stark manifold when m = 0[15], 
we approximate the \n, 3,0 > Hydrogenic state with a parabolic Stark state |n, 0, n — 
1,0 >. For a |n, 0, n — 1,0 > state, we choose the following linear approximation for 
the adiabatic paths: 
E={ (2.15) 
Ei (Ec-Enode)(F—Fnodf,) ;f n s p node i Fc—Fno,ia node 
where : 
2n-l 
Fnode — 
F c 16n4 
F - J -c ~ 2n2 
6n2(n - l)4 
/32 
1 3 
Fnode = 2n2 1) Fno({e 
Fnode is the field value at the first crossing of the |n, 0, n — 1,0 > and Jn 1, ri — 
2,0,0 > Stark states, i.e., when the states in neighboring Stark manifold first cross. 
Fc is the field ionization limit for the |n, 0, n — 1,0 > state. We introduce a constant 
(3C to characterize the adiabatic critical field Fc, assuming that Fc is proportional to 
n~4. We obtained a value of 1.093 for (3C by carefully measuring the critical field 
for the (20, 0,19,0 > Stark state. According to [15], the increase in binding energy 
for Sodium atoms following an adiabatic path to ionization is usually about 7 to 10 
percent at the time of ionization. Figure 2.4 also shows that binding energy of the 
xenon 15/ state also increases by about 9%, similar to that measured experimentally. 
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(See Figure 2.6.from [15]) The choice of /3C is actually not critical in the sense that a 
minor correction to (3C leads to only negligible changes to the results of the present 
simulations. 
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
TIME, nsec 
Figure 2.6 : Adiabatic path for Sodium atoms: (a)Field ionization data for d states 
of n=30, 32, 34 and 36. (b)Light lines: extreme members of |m./| = 0 Stark manifolds 
(fourth order perturbation theory); dotted lines: adiabatic paths to ionization for 
n—30, 32, 34 and 36; dark lines: diabatic paths to ionization for lowest members of 
mi—2 manifolds for n=30, 32, 34 and 36. The lines labelled mi=0,1 and 2 show the 
classical ionization thresholds for states with these values of mi. 
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Chapter 3 
Numerical Method 
3.1 Numerical Method Introduction 
The numerical simulation comprises two components. The first determines where a 
particular incident Rydberg atom will ionize according to the "3D-over-the-barrier" 
model. The second calculates the trajectory of the product ion to determine whether 
it will be lost to the surface or collected. 
The code that determines the ionization distance is written in C++. It chooses at 
random the impact point of each incident Rydberg atom trajectory and determines 
the ionization position using the "3D-over-the-barrier" model as the atom approaches 
the surface along the trajectory. The code consists of four algorithms: 
The first assigns a random incident impact point on the surface and the corre-
sponding incident trajectory to each incident Rydberg atom. This is accomplished 
using the random number generator function in C++. 
The second algorithm is the "radial barrier height search", which evaluates the 
height and position of the potential barrier along any given line starting from the 
ionic core directed towards the surface. The barrier so obtained is termed as the 
"radial barrier" for the given line. 
The third algorithm is the "angular barrier search", which compares the heights 
of radial barriers calculated along a range of different directions radiating from a fixed 
position of the core ion to find their minimum. This minimum radial barrier height 
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Figure 3.1 : Random Initial Coordinates 
is then chosen to be the "lowest barrier height", Eb, for the given position of the core 
ion. 
The fourth algorithm is the "ionization position search", which compares the 
barrier height with the energy of the Rydberg state at each step along the incident 
trajectory. This is continued until the barrier height first dips below the energy of 
the Rydberg state. The position of the Rydberg atom at this moment is then taken 
to be the "ionization position", defining the ionization distance. 
The code that determines if the product ion is detected is written in Matlab and 
uses the ionization position as its input. It then randomly assigns a speed to the ion 
according to the measured speed distribution of the incident atoms and calculates the 
ensuing trajectory. The Matlab code consists of two algorithms: 
The first assigns the speed of the incident atoms. 
The second calculates the trajectory of the ion using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta 
method. 
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3.2 Algorithms of C + + Code 
3.2.1 Random Initial Coordinates 
The random initial impact points are generated to cover a lfim x 1/xm area, as shown 
in Figure 3.1 
3.2.2 Radial Barrier Search 
For a given line between the core ion and surface defined by the angles (9, <fi), where 
0 is the angle between the radial-search direction and the z direction, the height of 
the radial barrier is determined using the procedure illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
As Figure 3.2 shows, we intially set the search domain to completely cover the 
segment formed by the ionic core and the crossing point between the search direction 
and the surface. The lower bound of the search domain (.A) is intially located at the 
ionic core while the upper bound of the search domain (B) is intially located at the 
crossing point of the line with the surface. Then we first calculate the radial force 
on the electron at the midpoint M of AD. If the force points away from the ionic 
core (force(M) > 0), we cut the search domain by half by moving A to the current 
midpoint M of AB. Otherwise we cut the search domain by half by moving B to the 
current midpoint M. We then find the new midpoint M of the halved domain of AB 
and repeat the above process until \AB\ is smaller than a setpoint such as 10a.it. 
If there is only one maximum along a given line, a simple binary search will 
correctly locate it and determine its height. However, there may be multiple potential 
maxima along a specified direction and thus a simple binary search may fail to find 
the true maximum. As a result, we modified the binary search. That is, we divide 
the search domain into several segments and apply the binary search algorithm to 
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each of them. The highest peak in all these segments then defines the overal radial 
barrier height. This modified binary search may fail, too, because a segment may 
have multiple peaks in it as well. However, we have found this to be rare (e.g., Figure 
3.4 does not show any multiple peaks) when the number of segments is larger than 
3 and in real simulation we set the segment number to be 10. Further inreasing the 
number of segments has little effect on the final simulation results. 
3.2.3 Angular Barrier Search 
The domain of the angular search is a right circular cone with its apex at the ionic 
core. It has a 60° aperture (6 — ±30°), and its base is on the gold surface. The 60° 
aperture is chosen because we have found in our simulations that the directions of 
the barrier minima relative to the core are usually constrained within this angular 
range, and typically within 15° of the surface normal. The stepsize of the search in 
9(9 < 7T/6) is chosen to be: 
se = 3° 
For each 9 the stepsize of the search in azimuthal angle of 0(0 < <j> < 2ix) is defined 
as: 
84> = 59/sin(9) 
When 9 = 0, we set S4> = 47T. Tests revealed that the stepsize of 3 degrees was 
sufficiently small to ensure accuracy and efficiency, i.e., the use of a smaller stepsize 
had a negligible effect on the final results . Figure 3.3 shows the angular grid employed 
and the foot print of the scan directions on the surface. Figure 3.4 shows the radial 
barriers for the selected directions indicated. 
It is also helpful to notice that multiple peaks usually exist in directions with large 
9 and thus correspond to weaker image charge attraction, which rarely brings barrier 
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Figure 3.3 : (a): Angular Distribution of Line Segments, (b): Footprint of These 
Line Segments on the Surface. 
heights down by much. As a result, such directions do not typically result in the 
minimum barrier height. 
3.2.4 Ionization Position Search 
The lowest radial barrier obtained in the angular search is defined as the "(overall) 
barrier height" Eh and is compared with the energy of the electron. The coordinates 
of a Rydberg atom when ionization occurs in a given incident angle is taken to be 
that at which the barrier height first dips below the energy of the Rydberg state. A 
straight-forward way of determining this distance is moving the atom position step 
by step along its incident trajectory and comparing the barrier height to the energy 
of the Rydberg state at each step. However, this method is time-consuming. A 
combination of the "binary search" and "backward progressive search" produces a 
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Figure 3.4 : Angular barrier search: potential barriers along the line segments indi-
cated by CB. C is the core ion. AC is perpendicular to the surface 
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more efficient method and is employed to reduce computation time. 
Because the variation in barrier height is approximately monotonic (Figure 3.5) as 
a Rydberg atom approaches the surface along a given incident trajectory, the binary 
search method can rapidly provide a good estimate of the position at which the barrier 
height equals the electron energy. The atom is assumed to travel towards the surface 
along its selected trajectory starting at an initial atom-surface separation of about 
lOOOnm. 
However, the non-monotonicity of the barrier height can cause the binary search to 
fail, as there could be more than one position on a given incident trajectory at which 
the barrier height equals the electron energy. According to the "3D-over-the-barrier-
model", the farthest of these, i.e., that at the largest atom-surface separation should 
be taken as the ionization position because it is the first to be met by the atom. To 
check for such occurrences, barrier heights are calculated at a series of earlier points 
along the incident trajectory beginning at the ionization distance predicted by the 
binary search using a stepsize of Sz = 20a.u. If ionization is possible at a larger atom-
surface separation, it means that the binary search has missed the first ionization 
point and the ionization distance is corrected. We keep doing this until we are sure 
that there are no ionization distances within 200nm above the one obtained using the 
binary search algorithm. Typically, only 15 percent of the ionization distances need 
correction and the effect on the final survival probabilities is very small. 
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Figure 3.5 : Variation of barrier height as a function of Z along different incident 
trajectories of Rydberg atoms. Arrows indicate ionization distances. The dashed 
horizontal line is the energy level of n=26 multiplied by the binding energy modifi-
cation factor. The black solid curve is the barrier height as a function of Z if there is 
no surface potential. 
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Figure 3.6 : Speed distribution and the random array. Green points are excluded 
while blue stars are kept. 
3.3 Algorithms of Matlab Code 
3.3.1 Random Speed Generation 
The technique used to select the speed of the incident atoms from the known incident 
atom velocity distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.6. In the present approach, a 
uniform random array of points is generated, which covers the area in Figure 3.6. 
And then all the points within the speed distribution curve are kept. Their speed 
coordinates are then saved and provide a series of speeds whose distribution parallels 
that measured experimentally. As a demonstration, in Figure 3.6, the red points are 
excluded while the blue stars are kept. 
The speed broadening itself cannot explain the measured broadening of the sur-
vival probability as shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 : Calculated survival probabilities for n=20 and n=31. The solid lines are 
simulated results including both speed broadening and surface potential broadening, 
while the dashed lines are predictions with speed broadening only. 
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3.3.2 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method 
After ionization occurs, the subsequent trajectory of the resulting xenon ion is cal-
culated with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4), subject to the surface field 
Fs, the image-charge field Firnage and the applied ion collection field F perpendicular 
to the surface. The ion is assigned a specific initial speed generated by the random 
speed generator introduced in the last section. ( In practice, since the ionization po-
sition calculation and the speed distribution are not correlated to each other, we can 
assign more than one random speed to the same ionization position to achieve better 
statistics, simulating more than one Rydberg atom with the same incident trajectory 
but with different incident speeds.) The likelihood that an ion escapes the surface 
is governed by its kinetic energy, its ionization distance and the stray field in the 
vicinity of the point of ionization. If it escapes, it is detected by a "channeltron" and 
we get a survival signal. By counting the number of detected ions and comparing it 
to the number of incident Rydberg atoms, we can calculate the survival probability. 
Typically, 200 sample trajectories were run for each applied field and provide a good 
measure of the overall survival probability. 
Figure 3.8 shows sample trajectories calculated by the Runge-Kutta method. 
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Figure 3.8 : Demonstration of trajectories with different incident speeds at 1000V/cm 
calculated by RK4. Green straight lines are incident trajectories. The curved lines 
that follow the straight lines are ion trajectories calculated with RK4. The terrain 
plotted below the trajectories stands for surface potential. 
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Chapter 4 
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 
4.1 Working Principle of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) [12] [16], also known as surface potential mi-
croscopy, is a variant of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and is used to measure surface 
potential (work function) variations on a small area of a sample at near molecular 
scales. KPFM involves a conductive AFM tip working in the noncontact mode with-
out the cantilever piezoelectrically driven at its mechanical resonance frequency UJQ. 
The tip and the sample area below it forms a capacitor, which has the following 
energy: 
where x and y denote the position of the tip over the surface, z is the lift height of 
the tip, C(x, y, z) is the capacitance, Vtip is the voltage applied on the tip and Vsurj 
is the potential on the surface. Ec produces the following force: 
Ec = -C(x, y, z)(Vtip - Vsurf) 
1 2 (4.1) 
2 
If we set Vfi0 to be: tip 
vtip - vacsin{ujt) + Vdc 
then we get: 
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F = - d ^ ^ [ \ { v d c - V w J f + ±v£] (4-2) 
dC(x,y,z) . . 
-Q- [Vdc ~ Vsurf)Vacsin{ut) 
1 dC(x,y,z)^r0 . . 
4 Q" }^cos(2ut) 
This driving force can be written as F = F0 + Fi + F2 where: 
Fo = ~dC{Xdzy'Z)ll(Vdc - K w ) 2 + \Vac] = const (4.3) 
Ft = -dC(Xdzy'Z)(Vdc - Vsurf)Vacsin(u;t) = >1(1^ - Vsurf)sin(ujt) (4.4) 
F2 = \dC^Xd^Z)V2ccos{2u;t) = Bcos(2ujt) (4.5) 
where A, B are constants. When Fi is on resonance with the cantilever, the 
amplitude of the tip oscillation will reach a maximum that is proportional to V^ — 
Vsurf. As illustrated in the working diagram for KPFM in Figure 4.1, the resulting 
photodiode signal, which reflects the tip oscillation and is thus also proportional to 
V^ — Vsurf, is extracted and observed with a lock-in amplifier. The servo controller 
provides a feedback loop to adjust the DC tip voltage so as to zero the lock-in signal, 
which means Vdc — Vsurf — 0 and thus Vdc = Vurj • The DC tip voltage Vdr is then 
read as the value of the surface potential Vsurj. Changes in topography can lead to 
changes in tip-surface separation, i.e., capacitance, which would mimic a change in 
surface potential. To eliminate this source of error, the surface topography is first 
measured and used to keep the tip surface separation constant during scanning. 
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Figure 4.1: Simplified block diagram of the KPFM, from MultiMode SPM Instruction 
Manual, by Digital Instrument Metrology Group (www.veeco.com) 
Material Geometry Tip Radius Freq. 
0.01-0.025 ficm Antimony (n) doped Si Anisotropic 8 ± 2 (ram) 80 ± lQ(kHz) 
Table 4.1 : Tip Parameters from www.veeco.com 
4.2 Calibration of Kelvin Probe Microscopy 
The Kelvin probe force microscope is implemented on a Digital Instrument Nanoscope 
IIIA Atomic Force Microscope with a TESP tip purchased from Veeco Instruments. 
Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1 give the shape and parameters of the TESP tip. This tip 
was mounted on an insulated tip holder. 
A CD-RW sample, which employs a phase-change alloy as its recording medium, 
was used as a standard sample to make sure that the AFM correctly measures sur-
face potential. The phase-change alloy has a property that when it is heated to a 
certain temperature and then cooled, it will crystalize and become reflective. How-
Figure 4.2 : TESP Tip Figures from www.veeco.com 
ever, when it is heated to a higher temperature and then cooled, the alloy will reach 
a non-crystalline state and reflects much less light than it would in the crystalline 
structure. The non-crystalline (amorphous) areas are used to record information and 
form "bits" on the grooves. Thus unlike an ordinary CD-ROM, a CD-RW does not 
have "pits" in its thin layer of recording material and amorphous areas are not topo-
graphically recognizable. However, because of their difference in structure, crystalline 
states and non-crystalline states have different work functions. This enables the amor-
phous areas to be resolved by KPFM. Figure 4.3 shows the topography and potential 
distribution of a CD-RW sample. The potential difference between crystalline areas 
and amorphous areas on the CD grooves is clearly seen. To test the functioning and 
calibration of the instrument the absolute change in measured potential was deter-
mined when the bias voltage on the sample was changed (See the circuit in Figure 
4.4). These tests revealed that with a careful choice of parameters reliable surface 
potential measurements could be achieved [17]. 
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Figure 4.3 : Surface Potential (left) and Topography (right) of a CDRW Sample 
>10 M£2 
Figure 4.4 : The Bias Circuit 
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4.3 Sample Preparation: Template Stripped Gold Film 
Gold films evaporated on a proper template can achieve low roughness on the side that 
is in contact with the template. To obtain a good flat gold film, one can thus simply 
strip the film off the template, which is called the "template stripping technique". [11] 
We purchased 100nm thick gold films evaporated on mica from a vendor and obtained 
templated-stripped films with low peak-to-trough roughness below 3nm. (Figure 4.5) 
4.4 Surface Potential Measurement 
The template-stripped gold sample has a flat surface with peak-to-trough roughness 
below 3nm and RMS roughness as low as 0.3-0.4nm. Figure 4.5 shows its surface 
topography over a 1 /.im x l//m area and Figure 4.6 shows its surface potential distri-
bution over the same area, both in a 512 x 512 matrix. Strong fluctuations in surface 
potential are evident that presumably are associated with changes in work function 
associated with different adsorbates present on the surface. 
It is interesting to examine the correlation between topography and surface po-
tential. We define the following quantity as their correlation: 
correlaUon S \ f dxdy<psurf(x,y,0)Zt(x,y)\ ^ 
y j j dxdy<j)2surf(x,y, 0)yj f dxdyZt2(x, y) 
where Zt(x,y) is the topography and 4>surf(x,y, 0) is the surface potential. The 
low calculated correlation of 7.2% between the topography and surface potential for 
the same area ( See Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) show that these parameters (Zt(x,y) 
and 4>surf{x,y, 0)) are not directly related. 
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Figure 4.5 : Topography of a Template-Stripped Gold Sample 
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Figure 4.6 : Surface Potential of a Template-Stripped Gold Sample Measured by the 
KPFM 
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4.5 Stray Field Reconstruction 
With Equations 2.7 and 2.8 we can reconstruct the surface potential and the stray 
fields. Fortunately, there is no need to involve all 512 x 512 Fourier components of 
V(p, q) in the simulations, which would become too time consuming. Instead, the 
most prominent Fourier components with wavelengths between lOOOnm and 50nm 
well characterize the surface potential. 
We choose the upper threshold of the wavelength to be lOOOnm because the ion-
ization distances for the n= 17-36 states we consider here are no greater than 700nm. 
The choice of the lower threshold is flexible because high frequency components are 
very low in amplitude and they decay rapidly along the z axis. In addition, since the 
TESP tip has a tip radius of about 8-10nm and is lifted 20nm above the surface, the 
maximum resolution to be expected is about 25nm. Furthermore, considering the 
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, which asserts that the sampling rate should not 
be lower than twice the highest signal frequency, 50nm is a sensible lower bound. In 
our experiment we have L — 1000nm, <¥=512. which means that we have 622 Fourier 
modes in the band we are interested in. Strictly speaking, these are 622 "pairs" of 
Fourier components, given that for each wavelength there are two Fourier components 
with conjugate amplitudes and opposite wavevector directions. Surface potential can 
be reconstructed with all Fourier components in the band between 50nm — lOOOnm. 
Using Equation 4.6, we find the correlation (or in other words, fidelity) between this 
"full-band" surface potential and that measured to be 91%. This high fidelity means 
that neglecting high-frequency Fourier components does not significantly degrade the 
quality of the reconstruction of the surface potential. 
We select here the first 277 most prominent pairs of Fourier modes in the 50-
lOOOnm band. Figure 4.7 shows the reconstructed surface potential with the selected 
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Figure 4.7 : Surface potential of a template-stripped gold sample reconstructed by 
, r s t 2 7 7 m o s t Prominent Fourier components in the band of 50nm - lOOOnm 
wavelength. 
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Figure 4.8 : Contour plot of the potential above the surface. 
277 pairs of Fourier components. We find the correlation between this reconstructed 
surface potential and the "full-band" surface potential to be 94%, which means that 
the selected 277 Fourier components well characterize the wavelength band we are 
interested in. Besides, we also find the correlation between the reconstructed surface 
potential and the measured surface potential to be 86%, which means that the selected 
277 Fourier well characterize the measured surface potential as well. 
We are also interested in how the potential above the surface varies with distance. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4.8 for a sample section lying in the xz plane. Figure 4.9 
shows the decay of the rms average of the stray patch fields as a function of atom-
surface separation. These were obtained by calculating the stray fields at a series 
of points in a number of planes parallel to the surface at different distances. Their 
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Figure 4.9 : Root-mean-square magnitude of the stray patch fields as a function of 
distance from the surface. 
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magnitude is sizable, especially close to surface. Thus stray fields can be important 
when considering short-range interactions with the surface. However, they decay 
rapidly with distance when the gold surface approximates an ideal equipotential in 
the macroscopic world. 
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Chapter 5 
Experiment: Measurement of Survival Probability 
5.1 Apparatus 
The present apparatus is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Xenon atoms are directed at near-
grazing incidence onto the target surface. Ions formed by tunneling are attracted to 
the surface by their image charge fields. These fields are large and rapidly accelerate 
ions to the surface where they are lost through Auger neutralization. To prevent this, 
an ion collection field is applied perpendicular to the surface. The initial image charge 
field experienced by an ion, and hence the external field required to counteract it, 
depends on the initial atom-surface separation at which ionization occurs suggesting 
that the ionization distance can be determined from measurements of the surface 
ionization signal as a function of applied field. 
The xenon Rydberg atoms are created by photoexciting the 3P0 atoms contained 
in a beam of Xe(3P0i2) metastable atoms that is produced by electron impact exci-
tation of ground state atoms contained in a supersonic expansion. To obtain a well-
defined angle of incidence, the atom beam is tightly collimated using a 80/xm-wide x 
4mm-high aperture located 1.5cm upstream from the point of impact with the target 
surface. Xe(n/) Rydberg atoms are created close to the target surface and in near 
zero field using the output of an extra-cavity doubled, frequency-stablized Ti:sapphire 
laser that is directed parallel to the target surface and perpendicular to the Xe(3P0j2) 
atom beam. Experiments are conducted in a pulsed mode. The laser output is formed 
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Figure 5.1 : Apparatus 
into a train of pulses of 1/is duration and 3kHz repetition frequency using an A-0 
modulator. Immediately after excitation a strong pulsed field with 1 (JLS risetime and 
20 lis duration is applied to establish the ion collection field. As the field increases, 
the intial Xe(n/) states correlate with the lowest members of their neighboring Stark 
n manifolds. Arrival time gating is used to discriminate against ions not formed in 
atom-surface interactions. Spurious sources of ions include blackbody-radiation or 
laser-induced photoionization, and field ionization of parent Rydberg atoms. 
To obtain the absolute efficiency with which Rydberg atoms striking the surface 
are detected as ions the number of incident atoms must be determined. To accom-
plish this, the number of Rydberg atoms initially created is first determined by field 
ionization induced by a large pulsed electric field applied immediately after the laser 
pulse. This number is then corrected for radiative decay of the Rydberg atoms during 
their transit to the surface. 
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5.2 Experimental Data 
Figure 5.2 shows both the calculated survival probabilities and experimental survival 
probabilities expressed as a function of applied field for various n levels at various 
incident angles (denoted by a). Their deviation at higher fields, i.e., the sudden drop 
in surface ion signal, results from field ionization of parent atoms in vaccuum before 
they reach the surface. These ions are rejected by the time gate and not counted. 
The uncertainty in the applied field F is ±5%. It results from uncertainties in 
the distance between the gold film and the mesh, to which a voltage is applied to 
generate F. This spacing is about 5mm with an estimated uncertainty of ±0.25mm 
resulting from uncertainties in the epoxy thickness between the gold sample and 
the sample holder and the flatness of the mesh. The resulting uncertainty in F is 
shown by horizontal error bars in Figure 5.2. The use of epoxy admits small angular 
deviations of the gold surface and thus can affect the angle of incidence, resulting in 
an uncertainty of around ±1.3°. Statistical errors typically are about 10% and this 
is indicated by the vertical error bars in Figure 5.2 
5.3 Discussion 
The good overall agreement between theory and experiment is remarkable considering 
that ionization occurs at very different atom-surface separations for n—17 and 36 and 
that the initial ion kinetic energy perpendicular to the surface changes by 7.7 as 
a increases from 5° to 14°.( The agreement with simulations for a = 5° and 14° 
while good, is not quite as good as that obtained for a = 4° and 13° which might 
be explained by the presence of a small systematic error in determining the angle 
of incidence.) As noted previously, the sharp cut-off in the surface ionization signal 
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Figure 5.2 : datasets for different n levels and different incident angles. Solid Lines: 
simulation at a = 4°. Circles: experiments at a = 4°±1.3°. Dashed Lines: simulation 
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evident at high fields results from field ionization of the incident Rydberg atoms in 
vacuum before they reach the target surface. Near this cut-off the observed normalized 
surface ion signals approach one, as predicted by the simulation. 
The generally good agreement between theory and experiment indicates that, 
when the effects of patch fields are taken into account, surface ionization is well de-
scribed by a simple over-the-barrier model. The over-the-barrier model predicts that 
in zero applied field ionization will occur at an atom-surface separation of about 
3An2a.u., consistent with the predictions of hydrogenic theory for the lowest-lying 
red-most states in each Stark manifold [11]. These are strongly oriented towards 
the surface, which results in a large electron probability density near the barrier. 
However, the hydrogenic theory predicts that at a given atom-surface separation, the 
ionization rates for blue shifted Stark states, which are oriented towards vacuum will 
be much less than for red-shifted Stark states [8]. In the case of xenon, the required 
ion collection fields are such that surface interactions lead to avoided crossings be-
tween states with very different spatial characteristics as the surface is approached 
[14] [18] [19]. If these crossings are traversed adiabatically the atom successively as-
sumes the character of states oriented towards and away from the surface [20] [21], 
losing much of its initial identity. On average, the electron probability density in the 
vicinity of the barrier is sizeable suggesting that the use of a simple over-the-barrier 
model is indeed reasonable. 
The combined effects of stray fields and the applied ion collection field on the atom-
surface separations at which ionization occurs (irrespective of whether the resulting 
ions are collected) are illustrated in Figure 5.3 for parent n = 26 atoms. (Calculations 
for the other values of n studied here display the same general characteristics.) 
In the absence of stray fields the over-the-barrier model predicts that, for a given 
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Figure 5.3 : Ionization probability distribution for n = 26 at a = 4° (a) and a — 13° 
(b). The arrows indicate the anticipated ionization distances in the absence of stray 
fields 
ion collection field, all incident atoms will ionize at the same atom-surface separation 
(indicated by the arrows) no matter what their angle of incidence is. The presence 
of stray fields leads to ionization occurring over a broad range of atom-surface sepa-
rations. On average, stray fields increase the mean atom-surface separation at which 
ionization occurs. Ionization distances also increase with applied field, this being 
especially pronounced for fields approaching the threshold for field ionization, and 
become more sensitive to stray fields. This is particularly evident in the results for an 
applied field of 750 Vcmin Figure 5.3. The peak seen at large ionization distances 
results from ionization above regions of the surface that have positive potential. The 
stray fields above such ionization "hot spots" reinforce the applied field further low-
ering the potential barrier and facilitating ionization. Interestingly, the relative size 
of the peak decreases with increasing angle of incidence. This results, at least in part, 
because each incident atom samples, or in other words, "illuminates", a smaller area 
of the target surface and, on average, experiences a smaller range of stray fields. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Future Directions 
6.1 Summary 
In conclusion, we have explained the broadening of the distances at which Rydberg 
atoms ionize over a metallic surface, thereby explaining a long-standing discrepancy 
between theory and experiment. We have shown how the existence of an uneven 
surface potential on a gold surface, together with the resulting stray fields, affects 
the ionization of Rydberg atoms and broadens the range of ionization distances. 
The present work shows that when stray electric patch fields are taken into account 
ionization of xenon Rydberg atoms at surfaces is well described by a simple 3D-over-
the-barrier model. 
6.2 Future Directions 
The present work demonstrates the important effect that patch fields can have in 
determining the outcome of particle-surface interactions. At the same time, it points 
to new directions for research into Rydberg-atom-surface interactions, which will be 
introduced in the following sections. 
6.2.1 Future Direction: Obtaining a Flat Equipotential Surface 
The first question is how to obtain a flat true equipotential surface at the 1/XTO scale. 
One possible answer is that it might be possible to create clean, homogeneous metal-
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Figure 6.1 : Chromium electrode array (bright areas) lithographically-patterned on a 
silicon substrate (dark areas) 
lie films directly in the vaccuum chamber (Figure 5.1) by sputtering and annealing, 
which might remove the oxide layers that give rise to surface potential variations 
and stray fields. Clean surfaces might also be prepared by evaporation. A variety of 
different substrates and deposited materials will be examined. If clean, flat homo-
geneous surfaces can be prepared, the dynamics of the electron during atom-surface 
interactions can be directly studied, providing detailed information for the underlying 
theory. Besides, by exciting low-n states above a flat equipotential surface, quantum 
effects such as avoided crossing can also be studied. 
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6.2.2 Future Direction: Nano- and Meso-Scale Structures 
By making artificial surface patterns such as lithographically-patterned electrode ar-
rays , one can control the surface potential and local fields and thus manipulate their 
interaction with atoms, which suggests possible technologies of controlling atoms in 
the microscopic world. For example, calculations for two interleaved parallel "comb-
like" electrode structures (Figure 6.1) having widths (and spacings) of about 0.5-1.0 
jim to which alternating potentials of around ±0.5 — 1.0V are applied suggest that 
the localized surface fields will be sufficient to allow detection of low-n (n < 10) 
Rydberg atoms. Such electrode arrangements will facilitate detailed testing of the 
present model and help evaluate the utility of Rydberg atoms in characterizing sur-
face electric fields. These tests include measurements with different applied biases 
and different incident angles of the Rydberg atom beam parallel or perpendicular to 
the wires. 
Surfaces decorated with randomly deposited nanoparticles will provide an oppor-
tunity to investigate the interaction between Rydberg atoms and particles such as 
gold nanoshells or nanorods that exhibit very strong plasmon resonances at frequen-
cies in the optical or near infrared. These frequencies can be tuned by varying the 
size of the objects to match transitions between selected Rydberg levels and lower 
lying states. It is reasonable to expect that the plasmon resonances might couple 
strongly to Rydberg atoms and research will look for evidence of this effect, e.g., the 
de-excitation of Rydberg atoms associated with plasmon excitation might cause a loss 
of surface ionization signal. 
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Figure 6.2 : Competition of barriers above and below the core ion. n=20 state at 
1400V/cm. The green line is the energy of the state. Here the barrier above the core 
ion dips below the state energy first and thus the electron is collected. 
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6.2.3 Future Direction: Electron-Collection-Field Experiment 
Another way to test the 3D-over-the-barrier model is a variant of this experiment in 
which the direction of the collection field is reversed. This means that the collection 
field helps collect electrons instead of ions. Besides, what is more interesting in this 
case is that the collection field causes a barrier in the vacuum side of the ion and this 
barrier will compete with that located towards the surface. As a result, the overall 
barrier (the lowest of these two barriers) may be located either in the vacuum side of 
the ion or towards the surface. A reasonable approximation of the collection criteria 
of the electron without calculating its trajectory is that if the barrier is located in 
the vacuum side of the ion, the electron escapes to vacuum and will be collected. 
Otherwise the electron will be lost to the surface. It is hard to do this experiment 
with xenon atoms in metastable states because the gold surface itself emits electrons 
when striken by meta-stable xenon atoms. This is such a strong electron source that 
the electron signal produced by surface ionization of Rydberg atoms will be masked. 
However, given suitable laser it might be possible to directly excite Rydberg atoms 
from the ground state of xenon obviating the need to use metastable atoms. 
6.2.4 Future Direction: Heavy Rydberg Atoms 
It is also interesting to extend this experiment from xenon to heavy Rydberg atoms. 
A heavy Rydberg atom is a positive-negative ion pair loosely bound in their own 
Rydberg state. Similar to a Hydrogen atom, an ion pair also has energy levels that 
can be described by a hydrogenic model, only with a different reduced mass. Whether 
or not the 3D-over-the-barrier model is applicable to the interaction between a heavy 
Rydberg atom and a metallic surface remains a good question. Through dissociative 
electron transfer in collisions between lower-n, n < 30, K(np) atoms and attaching 
targets such as CCI4, K4 CI ion-pair states can be created. These ion pairs are long 
lived (r > > 10// s) and, as shown by experiments of field-induced dissociation, have 
sizes and binding energies comparable to those of the parent Rydberg atoms. Because 
of the large reduced mass of the system, however, the orbital periods are dramatically 
increased. We propose to use the same technique to create Xe+Cl~ ion pair states and 
investigate their behavior as they approach a surface, specifically their dissociation 
as a result of over-the-barrier escape. Novel dynamics are expected as the duration 
of a typical ion-pair-surface interaction will be at most only a few times longer than 
their orbital period. 
6.2.5 Future Direction: LiF 
It is interesting to study large-band-gap materials such as LiF for which the bottom 
of the conduction band lies above the vacuum level. Thus the surface has no bulk 
states for the electron to tunnel to, which might suppress ionization. 
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